From single camera and monitor to complex surveillance networks with hundreds of cameras, microphones and network video recorders, more and more surveillance systems are deployed on a daily basis. This is obvious from those already prevalent in shopping malls, parking lots or public transport facilities. However, when dealing with large infrastructures, the primary role of automatic surveillance systems is usually to handle specific security issues, e.g. monitoring track rails between metro stations, and generate recorded material for *a posteriori* investigation (mainly for clarifying what happened after an incident and/or for forensic evidence). Less frequently are they exploited to detect events when they occur, or to collect statistics on passenger activities and behaviour trends.

Simultaneously, significant efforts by academic and industrial researchers have been devoted to designing algorithms and systems able to detect, track, and recognise meaningful objects and events from audio and video streams, e.g. cars and people activities and behaviour, etc. This quest for smart camera and intelligent video systems that actively extract relevant information from the currently passive sensor stream has roused great interest with huge commercial consequences. Indeed today there are hundreds of companies working on audio/video analytics software in the field of surveillance. However, in reality the effective deployment of such analytics is somewhat different; so far video analysis features tend to be used more for enriching product descriptions, to enhance propositions, rather than being really used by customers in an operational context. Video analysis is still very much in its infancy, with analytics capable of reliably performing functions of interest often limited by severe constraints, e.g. image resolution, noise and illumination variability, unadapted viewpoints, computational cost, etc, and fail to meet user expectations. With few exceptions (video motion detection (VMD), intrusion detection and virtual tripwire), video analytics have yet to be proven in the field and accepted by customers. In addition, the specific layout of transport infrastructure (such as underground passenger platforms) also calls for dedicated, transport-oriented applications such as platform crowding monitoring, people loitering at rail track crossings and left object detection, amongst others.

In this context, the integrated project VANA-HEIM (Video/Audio Networked surveillance system enhAncement through Human-cEntered adaptive Monitoring) is studying and integrating innovative audio/video analysis tools in a CCTV surveillance platform typically in use in urban transport environments (metro and railway stations). Its multidisciplinary team comprises eight partners – four research institutes, two companies and two public operators from six different countries – with complementary competencies – computer vision and audio processing researchers, surveillance system designer, public transport operators (metros) and human behaviour researchers. They are working on the three specific application areas:
1. Automatic sensor selection for videowall management
2. Human-centered monitoring using audio/video analysis
3. Long-term statistics collection for infrastructure understanding and planning applications

**Automatic sensor selection for videowall management**

Most of the time videos from large surveillance networks are never watched. For instance, in the case of Turin metro, 28 monitors are used in the control room to supervise more than 800 cameras; the probability of watching the right streams at the right time is therefore close to zero. Moreover, vigilance studies show that operators who spend hours ‘screen gazing’ at static scenes tend to become bored and less attentive. They are thus likely to miss low-frequency events such as a falling people or fights, which reduces the overall effectiveness of CCTV.

Thus, along with user-based protocols to visualise and browse the surveillance cameras on videowalls, there is a need for automatic, content-based selection systems that choose the most informative/relevant data streams and deliver them to the surveillance operators within an adaptive real-time process. The need for such systems is highlighted by the increasing complexity and size of public transportation facilities. The goal is to provide situational awareness reporting and real-time applications, which are crucial for effective management and planning of such infrastructures.
processes is even more explicit when dealing with audio streams, for which
‘mosaicing’ of data is not possible due to the transparent nature of sounds.
VANAHEIM will address this issue by combining a bottom-up approach
(detection of predefined events; or of abnormal situations contrasting with
typical activities automatically learned from the large amount of video
logs) with the top-down browsing rules and habits used by operators.

**Human-centric monitoring using audio/video analysis**

One of the factors limiting the development of CCTV is the slow advance
of technology in the field of video content analysis. Besides the core dif-
ficulties mentioned earlier, there is also a lack of research into the use
of more accurate cues for modelling human interaction in order to
reach the spatio-temporal reasoning usually required to achieve the user-
desired applications. For example, when targeting an application such
as fighting detection, the need for human-centered cue extraction, e.g.
where are people looking? What is the type and dynamics of their inter-
action? is obvious. Using only people location is inadequate. While
significant academic research is ongoing and corresponding literature
already proposes algorithms partially addressing the human and interac-
tion modelling topics, studies have been mainly conducted in restricted
environments with synthetic or little data (and which is often ‘acted’, i.e.
acquired in a real environment, but with simulated scenarios).

To move one step beyond location-based behaviour analysis, and to cope
with the task of human behaviour monitoring in the surveillance context,
VANAHEIM will investigate three different levels for human behaviour char-
acterisation:

‘Individual level’ (see photo below) will focus on the capability to effi-
ciently and reliably detect, track and characterise the behaviour and state
of an individual.
'Group level' research will cover the detection and identification of interaction within small groups of individuals. Researchers will explore the use of different non-verbal cues to infer if and how several people interact with each other. These cues include the person’s head pose and body shape, as well as the immediate, individual physical space (a.k.a. ‘personal space’) between people, which is a key factor involved in regulating social interaction. Lastly, behavioural cues, individual tracks and contextual information will be used to recognise whether people are part of the same group or interacting with each other. Characterising interaction with other people, as well as global audio features representative of particular situations of interest (e.g. arguing situation), will also be studied.
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Long-term statistics building for planning applications

While a reliable CCTV monitoring system could meet safety/security concerns, it could also be of great help to infrastructure designers and managers. More precisely, transport planners and public transport operators have become aware of the need to evaluate their infrastructure based on a variety of criteria (regularity, efficiency, capacity, accessibility, quality of service...). Nonetheless the bottleneck of such analysis is due to the wide variety and complexity of passenger behaviour in the infrastructure; this is not easy to quantify and analyse. By way of example, passengers with the same destination will have different routes depending on their entry points, the time of day, the passenger density in the area, their interaction with the infrastructure equipment or with other users, and so on. Furthermore, while particular transport equipment such as turnstiles or ticket vending machines can provide information on ‘localised behaviour’, they are clearly unsuited to providing a finer understanding of the infrastructure usage, for example in terms of static and dynamic space occupancy (people walking, waiting...), passengers’ in-station routing behaviour, etc. The objective here is to determine if the overall knowledge inherent to human behaviour and available in audio/video data can be learned and interpreted by computer systems. To achieve this, VANAHEIM will investigate new, adaptive monitoring technologies to analyse passenger dynamics, activities and behaviour in the infrastructure over a mid/long period of time. This research thread will rely on investigating learning strategies to continuously analyse and categorise newly-observed human behaviour, and provide comprehensive and up-to-date, collective behaviour models.

VALIDATION AND ASSESSMENT IN REAL-SCALE INFRASTRUCTURE

Turin/Paris pilot sites

The evaluation/assessment of the sub-systems developed by VANAHEIM will be covered thanks to the participation of Turin (GTT) and Paris (RATP) metro operators. The project system/sub-systems will be deployed at both sites, and will enable on-site evaluation of how the integrated components perform. In addition, this functional validation stage will be complemented by technological (latency, usability...) and user-centric evaluation trials. The deployment will be conducted on two, complementary test-bed sites with different IT architecture and passenger traffic activities in Turin metro, versus analogue sensors and a continuously increasing...
stream of passengers in Paris. Hence the dual integration will also allow the genericity and scalability of the integrated system to be assessed.

Following the assessment/validation stages, several technical and live demonstrations will be organised at both pilot sites – around project mid-term at the GTT site (spring 2012), and at the end of the project on both sites (summer 2013) – in conjunction with the User Board meetings described below.

User Board activities

One priority of the project is to ensure its practical outcomes are disseminated to the appropriate target communities and any others likely to contribute to developing, assessing and exploiting the system. To do so, a User Board has been created (see right) and will be maintained during the project lifetime to keep in contact with potential external stakeholders. The Board consists of representatives from the CCTV end-user community (security/safety operators, public infrastructure managers), CCTV system designers, manufacturers and suppliers and Intelligent Video Surveillance (IVS) solution providers. It plays a dual role in VANAHEIM: internally by assisting in, advising on and reviewing project developments; externally by liaising with the stakeholder community.
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Current members of the VANAHEIM User Board

- You represent CCTV end-users (security/safety operators, public infrastructure managers...), CCTV system designers, manufacturers and suppliers or Intelligent Video Surveillance (IVS) solution providers?
- You are active in CCTV/IVS and/or urban transport?
- You want be informed of project developments?
- You want be informed of project developments?
- You are interested in participating to CCTV/IVS specifications and/or evaluations?
- You want to be invited to on-site mid-term and final demonstrations?

Subscribe to the VANAHEIM user board at www.vanaheim-project.eu/user-board and you will be:
- informed of the project progress
- solicited to perform exclusive review of the project developments
- invited to on-site demonstrations (Turin & Paris), possibly with coverage of expenses
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